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Mind That Diamond
A NY bred  filly by Freud, foaled on April 21, 2013

Dosage Profile (DP) = 2-1-7-0-0 (10)

Dosage Index (DI) = 1.86

Center of Distribution (CD) = .50

Mind That Diamond may be the most impressive filly we have 
ever purchased.  She breezed a furlong in 10 and change and 
galloped out three furlongs in 36 and change in her first breeze.  
No doubt, she has some speed, but her pedigree suggests that 
she will also like some distance.

She is by Freud, the top sire in NY State for many years that is 
producing stakes horses at a clip of about 10% - an impressive 
number, siring numerous champions & graded stakes winners.

Mind that Diamond is out of the graded stakes-placed mare, 
Crystal Sweet by Holy Bull.  She has produced four winners, 
three of which have multiple wins.  Her second dam is the 
multiple stakes winner and graded-stakes placed Memorable 
Mitch who had nine wins and earnings of almost $168,000.

Mind That Diamond has a brilliant mind and athleticism. She is 
NY bred and eligible for the lucrative NY bred restricted races.  
She is stabled at Belmont Park and will run on the NY circuit 
(Belmont, Saratoga, Aqueduct) and expected to start soon!

Trainer:   Patrick Quick

Circuit:   New York, Northeast

Price includes all maintenance costs through the end of the current quarter (9/30/2015)
Please note that prices increase quarterly to reflect the additional costs incurred for the previous quarter.

Price: $93,900 Own each one percent (1%) for $939


